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has to be carried on mostly by the giving and obeying of
orders under just these conditions, " Dont argue : do as
you are told " has to be said not only to children and
soldiers, but practically'to everybody. Fortunately most
people do not want to argue: they are only too glad to
be saved the trouble of thinking for themselves. And the
ablest and most independent thinkers are content to under*
stand their own special department. In other departments
they will unhesitatingly ask for and accept the instructions
of a policeman or the advice of a tailor without demanding
or desiring explanations.
Nevertheless, there must be some ground for attaching
authority to an order* A child will obey its parents, a soldier
his officer, a philosopher a railway porter, and a workman a
foreman, all without question, because it is generally
accepted that those who give the orders understand what
they are about, and are duly authorized and even obliged
to give them, and because, in the practical emergencies of
daily life,, there is no time for lessons and explanations, or
for arguments as to their validity* Such obediences are as
necessary to the continuous operation of our social system
as the revolutions of the earth are to the succession of night
and day. But they are not so spontaneous as they seem:
they have to be very carefully arranged and maintained. A
bishop will defer to and obey a king; but let a curate
venture to give Mm an order, however necessary and sensible,
and the bishop will forget his cloth and damn the curate's
impudence. The more obedient a man is to accredited
authority the more jealous he is of allowing any unauthorized
person to order Mm about,
With all this in mind, consider the career of Joan. She
was a village girl, in authority over sheep and pigs, dogs
and chickens* and to some extent over her father's hired
laborers when he hired any, but over no one else on earth*

